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To: passarella.rossi@gmail.com

Dear R Passarella,  A S Nugroho, and F N Arsyad:
 
CONGRATULATION!!!!
 
Your paper, # 1446, “Pull-down Fitness Technique Analysis using Motion Capture has been accepted
 (Please find your LoA in the attachment of this email).
 
Please send the revision manuscript within 1 (one) week from the receipt of this email. Prepare and upload
revision (final manuscript) in PDF format. Your submission MUST adhere to the IoP template. For guidance,
please visit the link:
 
https://first.polsri.ac.id/2019/?p=86  
 
The reviews are below
=====================FIRST Review 1 =======================
 
Write your comment about title and abstract of manuscript *
The title and abstract have represented the manuscript well.
 
Weak aspects: Comments to the author: what are the weak aspects of the paper? *
The authors should add more references, including the latest publication (not older and 10 years
publication).
 
Recommended changes: Recommended changes. Please indicate any changes that should be made to the
paper if accepted. *
The authors should add more references, including the latest publication (not older and 10 years
publication).
 
*** Relevance and timeliness: Rate the importance and timeliness of the topic addressed in the paper within
its area of research.
Good (4)
 
*** Technical content and scientific rigour: Rate the technical content of the paper (e.g.: completeness of the
analysis or simulation study, thoroughness of the treatise, accuracy of the models, etc.), its soundness and
scientific rigour.
Solid work of notable importance. (4)
 
*** Novelty and originality: Rate the novelty and originality of the ideas or results presented in the paper.
Signi�icant original work and novel results.  (4)
 
 *** Quality of presentation: Rate the paper organization, the clearness of text and figures, the completeness
and accuracy of references.
Well written.  (4)
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The reviews are below
=====================FIRST Review 2 =======================
 
Write your comment about title and abstract of manuscript *
Title and abstract are related
 
Weak aspects: Comments to the author: what are the weak aspects of the paper? *
The introduction has not provided a description of the objectives of the study, not yet specific
 
Recommended changes: Recommended changes. Please indicate any changes that should be made to the
paper if accepted. *
introduction needs to be added to clarify the purpose of writing
 
*** Relevance and timeliness: Rate the importance and timeliness of the topic addressed in the paper within
its area of research.
Good	(4)
 
*** Technical content and scientific rigour: Rate the technical content of the paper (e.g.: completeness of the
analysis or simulation study, thoroughness of the treatise, accuracy of the models, etc.), its soundness and
scientific rigour.
Solid work of notable importance. (4)
 
*** Novelty and originality: Rate the novelty and originality of the ideas or results presented in the paper.
Signi�icant original work and novel results.  (4)
 
 *** Quality of presentation: Rate the paper organization, the clearness of text and figures, the completeness
and accuracy of references.
Well written.  (4)
 
 
In order to complete the registration, visit the link below

https://first.polsri.ac.id/2019/?p=90 

Regards, 
The conference chairs
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